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Abstract—Nearest Neighbor Search for similar document retrieval suffers from an efficiency problem when scaled to a large dataset. In this paper, we introduce an unsupervised approach based on Locality Sensitive Hashing to alleviate its search complexity problem. The advantage of our proposed approach is that it does not need to scan all the documents for retrieving top-K Nearest Neighbors, instead, a number of hash table lookup operations are conducted to retrieve the top-K candidates. Experiments on two massive news and tweets datasets demonstrate that our approach is able to achieve over an order of speedup compared with the traditional Information Retrieval method and maintain reasonable precision.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) task [1] aims at automatically finding the top K objects (e.g., documents) which are most semantically similar to a given query object. NNS is essential to motivate the progress in many search related tasks and is fundamental to a broad range of Natural Language Processing (NLP) down-stream tasks, including name spelling correction [2], document translation pair acquisition [3], large-scale similar noun list generation [4], unsupervised mining of lexical variants from noisy texts [5], and large-scale first story detection from news and tweets [6].

Nowadays, data are being collected at unprecedented speed and scale everywhere around us: various news agencies produce thousands of news articles while Twitter generates over 500 million Tweets everyday. The traditional Information Retrieval (IR) method to tackle NNS is to represent documents in the vector space and find the candidate documents that share the highest probabilities with the query document [7]. However, it is very time consuming or even infeasible to brute force compute the similarity score of the query document and all other documents in a large dataset. Thus, it is critical to find other solutions to deal with the search efficiency problem. In order to make it scale to big data, some researchers attempted to reduce the dimensionality of the representative vectors or add in time constraints to narrow down the search range [8]. Both of these works are able to save some computational costs, but can not solve the problem fundamentally.

Hashing has been successfully applied to several non-NLP problems including object recognition [9][10], image retrieval [11][12] and image matching [13][14]; however, it received limited attention in NLP fields. The general idea of hashing is to represent each document as a binary code (1-bit of a binary code is one digit of “0” or “1”). Its advantage is two-fold: (1). The capability to store large amount of documents in memory. For example, we can store 250 million documents with 16G memory using 64 bit for each document, while English Gigaword fifth edition [15] stores 10 million documents with 26G. (2). The time efficiency to process binary codes. For example, calculation of hamming distance between a pair of binary codes is far faster than cosine similarity over a pair of document vectors.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section I-A and II, we briefly introduce the terminologies and previous related work. In Section III, we compare our Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) based approach with the traditional IR method in tackling NNS task. We talk about the experiment results in Section IV and make the conclusion in Section V.

A. Background and Terminology

Here are some background information and terminologies: Bit is the basic unit of a binary code; one bit is either a digit of “0” or “1”. A binary code is a bit sequence assigned to represent an object. For example, we can represent a document as “00101100”. A hash table is a table containing all the binary codes for a set of documents while the documents with the same binary codes are located within the same bucket. Hamming Distance between two binary codes is the number of positions at which the corresponding bits are different. Hash Lookup is to find candidate neighbors in the hash table buckets within a given hamming distances from $h_q$, given a query $q$ with a binary code $h_q$. In practice, the given hamming distance is usually set to 2. Hash Lookup Success rate is the probability to find any candidate neighbors in the buckets within a given hamming distances from $h_q$.

II. RELATED WORK

Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [16] is one of the notable schemes for data-independent hashing. It uses random projections to construct randomized hash functions, therefore similar data points have a higher probability to be mapped into the same bucket. To address the problem of learning similarity-preserving binary code for efficient retrieval from a large scale collection, several data dependent hash schemes were developed. Weiss et al. [17] designed Spectral Hashing (SH) which was motivated by spectral graph partitioning and it used a spectral relaxation to obtain an eigenvector solution. Liu et al. [18] utilized anchor graphs to discover the neighborhood structure inherent in the data, and Gong and Lazebnik [19] proposed an Iterative Quantization (ITQ) approach by minimizing the quantization errors. Generally speaking, data dependent hash schemes are able to learn better quality binary codes than randomized algorithms, so we adopt ITQ to hash documents to binary codes. However, in most of the data dependent hash schemes, the generated binary codes suffer from poor hash table lookup success rate problem which...
makes the learnt binary codes inefficient for practical use. In this paper, we aim to alleviate the search efficiency problem by taking the advantages of LSH.

III. Nearest Neighbor Search

In this section, we first show the motivation of adopting hashing techniques to NNS problem in Section III-A. Then, we introduce the details of LSH in Section III-B.

A. Traditional NNS

The most traditional way of finding Nearest Neighbors is to represent each document as a term vector, e.g., each element of the vector is the tf-idf weight of a term:

\[
tf(t, d) = \log(1 + f(t, d)) \quad (1)
\]
\[
idf(t, D) = \log(|\{d \in D : t \in d\}|) \quad (2)
\]
\[
tf-idf(t, d, D) = tf(t, d) \times idf(t, D) \quad (3)
\]

where \(t\) is a term, \(d\) is a document, \(D\) is the whole corpus and \(f(t, d)\) is the frequency of term \(t\) in document \(d\). Given a query document \(q\), we used the cosine similarity metric [20] to judge the similarity of \(q\) with a document candidate \(c\):

\[
distance(q, c) = \cos(\theta) = \frac{q \cdot c}{||q|| ||c||} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i c_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (q_i)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (c_i)^2}} \quad (4)
\]

The higher similarity score between \(q\) and \(c\), the closer they are. To find out the top-K nearest neighbors for a query document \(q\), one needs to first compute the cosine similarity scores between \(q\) and each document candidate, then pickup the K documents with the highest similarity scores. However, brute force search does not scale to big data since the computational complexity for each query is \(O(n)\) and other computational costs such as similarity calculation and ranking similarity scores are not immaterial.

Hashing schemes aim to remove the curse of dimensionality and largely save computation cost. We will introduce LSH in the following section.

B. Locality Sensitive Hashing

The underlying intuition of LSH is that if two objects are close, then after a “projection” operation they will remain close together. In other words, similar data points are more likely to be mapped into the same bucket with a high collision probability.

Binary Code Learning

Given a LSH setting of \(M\) bits and \(L\) hash tables, a query data point \(q\) and a candidate data point \(c\) will collide if and only if:

\[
h_{ij}(q) = h_{ij}(c), i \in [1...L], j \in [1...k] \quad (5)
\]

and the hash function \(h_{ij}(x)\) is defined as:

\[
h_{ij}(x) = sgn(u_{ij}^T \cdot x), sgn(u) = \begin{cases} 1 & u \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (6)
\]

where \(u_{ij}\) are randomly generated vectors with components randomly selected from a Gaussian Distribution, e.g., \(N(0, 1)\). In this case, the probability of two points \(x_1\) and \(x_2\) colliding under LSH can be calculated as:

\[
P_{coll} = 1 - \frac{\theta(x_1, x_2)}{\pi} \quad (7)
\]

where \(\theta(x_1, x_2)\) is the angle between \(x_1\) and \(x_2\). Given the desired probability of missing a nearest neighbor \(\delta\), we can approximate the required number of hash table \(L\):

\[
L = \log_{1-P_{coll}}\delta \quad (8)
\]

In this paper, given the term vector as input, we learn the binary code for each document and we try different settings for \(M\) and \(L\) to see how they influence the results.

Document Retrieval

After learning the binary codes for all documents, inverse table lookup operations are conducted to find nearest neighbors of a query document given the binary code of the query document \(h_q\):

1) lookup the bucket that has the same binary code as \(h_q\) and retrieve all the documents within the bucket. 1 hash table lookup operation is needed.
2) lookup the buckets that have Hamming Distance 1 with \(h_q\) and retrieve all the documents within the buckets. \(\text{length}(h_q)\) hash table lookup operation is needed.
3) lookup the buckets that have Hamming Distance 2 with \(h_q\) and retrieve all the documents within the buckets. \(\text{length}(h_q) \times (\text{length}(h_q) - 1)\) hash table lookup operation is needed.
4) Document candidates in the same buckets will be randomly pickup to form the top-K nearest neighbors.

We only conduct hash table lookup for the buckets which have Hamming Distance smaller than or equals to 2 with \(h_q\). Otherwise, it requires too many hash table operations and it is not efficient for a large dataset.

IV. Experiments

A. Data

For the experiments, we use a news dataset and a tweets dataset, in order to see how the proposed methods perform for different genres. The news dataset is the English portion of the standard TDT-5 [21] dataset. It consists of 278, 109 documents from the 6-month time period since April 2003. 126 topics with an average of 51 documents per topic are annotated, and other unlabeled documents are irrelevant to them. 400 randomly selected labeled documents are used for testing. The tweets dataset is gathered through Twitter Application Programming Interface (API) from a time period between October 25th, 2012 and November 4th, 2012, filtered by hashtags ‘#hurricane’ and ‘#sandy’. As a result, we collected 1.49 million tweets before, during and after Hurricane Sandy hit the northeast of the US.
We select 20 informative tweets as testing queries. For each tweet, we remove hashtags, URLs and @ information. For each news article and tweet, we apply the Stanford Tokenizer [22] for tokenization, remove stopwords based on the stop list from InQuery [23], and apply Porter Stemmer [24] for stemming.

To evaluate the system performance for new articles, we use the topic labels of documents as ground truth: if one retrieved document shares the same topic label with the query document, they are true neighbors. We evaluate the precision of the top-K candidate documents returned by each method and calculate the average precision across all queries. Since we do not have groundtruth for tweets, we will not report system performance for tweets dataset in the paper. Instead, we show system outputs given some tweet queries to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.

### B. Results

Our LSH-based approach aims to alleviate the search efficiency problem of NNS. We compare the average search time of the traditional IR method and our LSH-based method. In the news dataset, LSH-based method only needs about one twentieth of the search time as the traditional IR while in tweets dataset the differences becomes even larger: LSH-based method only needs one twentieth of the time approximately. It clearly proves the superiority of our approach.

Furthermore, we compare the top-K NNS precision of the traditional IR method and our LSH-based method. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are the top-K NNS results for the news dataset. Generally speaking, with longer binary code length or more number of hash tables, the top-K NNS precision keeps increasing and it reaches convergence approximately in the setting of 64 bits and 10 hash tables. In Fig. 1, it is clear that when retrieving top-1 Nearest Neighbors, although LSH can not well approximate the performance of traditional IR, it is still able to produce an acceptable performance. However, in Fig. 2, LSH is surpassed by traditional IR by a large margin when retrieving top-10 Nearest Neighbors. It suggests that our approach is more reliable when K is small. Table I shows two sample query tweets and the corresponding top retrieved similar tweets.
tweets and the corresponding similar tweets returned by the LSH-based approach with 64 bits and 10 hash tables setting. The returned tweets are the most tropically related results to the query tweets and it demonstrates that our approach can be adapted to tweets as well.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose an efficient LSH based solution for document retrieval in big data. Although our approach is unable to achieve similar performance as the traditional IR method, it boosts the search time over an order of magnitude. Experiments on two genres show that our approach is flexible and feasible in practical use, especially for retrieving a small number of documents in a large dataset. In the future, we plan to conduct manual annotation on the tweets dataset in order to carry out quantitative evaluations. After that, we will focus on improving the document representation to further boost the precision of the LSH based approach.
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